Predictive analytics in the big data era is taking on an ever increasingly important role. Issues related to choice on modeling technique, estimation procedure (or algorithm) and efficient execution can present significant challenges. For example, selection of appropriate and optimal models for big data analytics often requires careful investigation and considerable expertise which might not always be readily available. In this paper, we propose to use semantic technology to assist data analysts and data scientists in selecting appropriate modeling techniques and building specific models as well as the rationale for the techniques and models selected. To formally describe the modeling techniques, models and results, we developed the Analytics Ontology that supports inferencing for semi-automated model selection. The SCALATION framework, which currently supports over thirty modeling techniques for predictive big data analytics is used as a testbed for evaluating the use of semantic technology.
INTRODUCTION
Predictive big data analytics relies on decades worth of progress made in Statistics and Machine Learning. Several frameworks are under development to support data analytics on large data sets. Included in the group are Drill 1 , Hadoop 2 , Mahout 3 , Storm 4 , Spark 5 , and SCALATION (Miller, Han, & Hybinette, 2010) . These frameworks target large data sets by using databases and distributed file systems as well as parallel and distributed processing to speed up computation and support a greater volume of data. As large amounts of data become readily available, one would expect greater use of such frameworks, even by scientists, engineers and business analysts that may not be familiar with the state-ofthe-art in Statistics and Machine Learning.
The rapidly growing need for more people to analyze, or more importantly, make sense of, ever increasing amounts of data is an important challenge that needs to be addressed. One way to address this challenge is more education. Many 1 Drill: http://drill.apache.org/ 2 Hadoop: http://hadoop.apache.org/ 3 Mahout: http://mahout.apache.org/ 4 Storm: https://storm.apache.org universities are adding academic and professional programs on data analytics and data science. In addition to this, technology can also help address the problem. As there are over one hundred popular modeling techniques in the fields of Statistics and Machine Learning (SCALATION already supports over thirty), how can one decide? Furthermore, given a modeling technique (type of model), there is still much work left to build a model, including use of data transformation functions, choices of predictor variables, etc.
With smaller data sets and high expertise on the part of the analyst, one practice is to try all possible models for a set of preferred techniques. For big data and less experienced analysts, this practice cannot always be relied upon.
(class hierarchy) of model types, equivalence axioms between the model types in the taxonomy and property restrictions can be used to help choose appropriate modeling techniques using a Description Logic (DL) reasoner. This paper focuses on the use of the SCALATION framework and semantic technology to assist in the development and execution of large-scale models.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the workflow that we use to oversee the entire analytics process. Related work, on model selection and the use of semantics in analytics, is presented in Section 3. Section 4 provides an overview of the SCALATION Framework. Extraction of metadata is presented in Section 5. The structure and design of the Analytics Ontology as well as how this ontology is used in our analytics process is presented in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS WORKFLOW
Abstractly, a univariate predictive model can generally be formulated using a prediction function as follows:
where is the response variable, is a vector of predictor variables, is a time variable, is a vector matrix of parameters and represents the residuals (what the model does not account for). The objective is to pick functional forms and then estimate the parameters, to the data to in order to minimize the residuals. Estimation procedures for doing this include the following (Godambe, 1991) : Ordinary Least Squares (OLS), Weighted Least Squares (WLS), Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE), Quasi-Maximum Likelihood Estimation (QMLE), Method of Moments (MoM) and Expectation Maximization (EM). Closely related to the prediction problem is the classification problem. Although some view classification as a special case of prediction, classification takes center stage when the response variable takes on values from a set small enough for its elements to be named (e.g., reject, weak reject, neutral, weak accept, accept).
Predictive big data analytics involves many complex steps, many of which require a high-level of expertise. To help manage the complexity, we developed a hierarchical workflow for the predictive analytics process. The top level of our hierarchical workflow is illustrated in Figure 1 .
The first step is to load the dataset in a flexible data structure that will make common manipulation operations easy. SCALATION contains a prototype columnar relational database (Stonebraker et al., 2005) that supports relational algebra operations (Codd, 1970) . The columns in the relational database are made of vectors making it easy and efficient to perform analytics on data stored in the database.
The second step involves extracting key information regarding the dataset from data and metadata. This information plays an essential role during model type selection phase in addition to the explanation phase described later. Data & metadata extraction is discussed in more detail in Section 5.
The third step in the workflow involves further refinement of the selection problem as well as preparation of the data for analysis. This step involves the handling of missing values, multicollinearity and sparsity of data. It also involves the preprocessing of the various columns in a dataset so that they are encoded numerically. Certain other considerations may be taken at this point as well. For example, if the number of predictor variables is high or the multicollinearity exists, some form of data/dimensionality reduction should be considered (e.g., Regression through Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) or Principal Component Analysis (PCA)).
The fourth step in the workflow, and the main focus of this paper, is the selection of practical modeling techniques or model types based on the characteristics of a dataset. This is performed by first identifying the domains of discourse for each column in the dataset, then applying semantic inferencing using an ontology to suggest potential model types. For example, if the response variable is binary or dichotomous (e.g., grant loan or deny loan), then Logistic Regression becomes a candidate since the residuals are distributed according to a Bernoulli distribution. If the response variable represents counts, Poisson Regression should be considered. The characteristics of domains of the predictor variables can be used in selecting between different model types including but not limited to Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) and Multiple Linear Regression (MLR). (Efron, Hastie, Johnstone, & Tibshirani, 2004) .
Finally, once a model is validated and finalized, it can be used for prediction. Additionally, the results may be explained based on the information available to the system. Information sources include both the metadata extracted from the dataset and the information gathered from external sources such as domain ontologies. In-depth discussion on this topic is provided in later sections.
RELATED WORK
Semi-automated/automated model selection has been studied extensively in the literature. Similar to our approach, (Bernstein, Hill, & Provost, 2002) describes an ontology based Intelligent Discovery Assistant (IDA). After analyzing an input dataset, the system generates all possible workflows from the ontology that are valid within the characteristics of the input. The recommendations are then ranked based on user specified criteria (e.g., simplicity, performance, etc.).
A more widely adopted technique used in automated model selection for classification is called metalearning. Metalearning treats the selection problem itself as a learning problem. A metalearning model uses characteristic properties of a dataset and performance metrics of different 8 See (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013 ) for an example. There are also websites that serve similar purpose. Examples include classification algorithms on that dataset as a training sample and learns to pick the most suitable model for a given dataset from this training exercise. The dataset properties used in metalearning (i.e., meta-features) include simple properties such as number of attributes, sample size, number of classes, and, in most cases, more complex properties such as noisesignal ratio, normalized class entropy, skewness, etc. A comprehensive list of meta-features used in metalearning is provided in (Reif, Shafait, Goldstein, Breuel, & Dengel, 2012) . Despite the fact that the field of metalearning is well established, there are only a few studies that focus on applying metalearning for model selection for disciplines other than classification (Smith-Miles, 2008) . Our approach differs from metalearning in two ways. First, we capture expertise in ontologies and rule bases. Second, we make use of metadata in addition to properties computed from the data.
Another approach was taken by (Calcagno & de Mazancourt, 2010) . In their paper, they describe an R package glmulti for the model selection problem with Generalized Linear Models (GZLM). glmulti focuses mainly on feature selection which is a sub-problem of automated model selection. glmulti takes the list of all predictor variables and generates all possible unique models from the combination of these variables. After generating and fitting all models using a specified metric iteratively, glmulti returns top models for the input. Since the number of possible unique models grows exponentially with respect to the number of variables in the input, their approach becomes prohibitive as fitting all models requires significant resources. The authors try to overcome this limitation by using a genetic algorithm to assist model generation and try not to fit all possible models. Finally, glmulti does not take into consideration metadata when reducing the sample space as opposed to our approach. Traditional techniques for model selection include using decision trees that are hand crafted by domain experts 8 . These trees classify techniques based on the goal of the analysis and basic dataset properties such as number and types of predictors and responses. Based on the properties of the dataset to be analyzed, one can find a suitable technique (i.e., model type) for analysis. However, these approaches usually provide general outlines and leave the majority of the work including the implementation to the analyst. Even though it is possible to extend this approach, we suggest using an ontology-based approach. This approach has several advantages over a decision tree based approach. First, the expertise is captured in description logic. Capturing the expertise in a formal language such as description logic makes it easier to point out inconsistencies, validate suggestions and create executable models automatically.
http://www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/mult_pkg/whatstat/ and http://www.socialresearchmethods.net/selstat/ssstart.htm . This may not carry much importance when the domain knowledge rarely changes, however, statistics is a vibrant field. Additionally, each scientific discipline has wellestablished preferences when it comes to statistical analysis. Therefore it is important to have an adaptable platform that is designed with changes in mind. Additionally, since model suggestion is done by a description logic reasoner, it is possible to generate formal justifications for why a particular model is suggested. . The Assistant is a tool available in the Minitab software that guides users through a step-by-step interactive workflow to help select the most appropriate model/technique for analyzing their dataset. In addition to helping select the most appropriate model, the Assistant provides visual representation of analysis results, explanation of different choices throughout the workflow and performs automated tests on the dataset and the selected model to ensure validity of results. The Assistant has many workflows for guiding one through hypothesis testing, design of experiments, regression and etc. However, support for predictive analytics is limited to multiple linear regression with up-to five predictor variables (only one of the predictors may be categorical) and a continuous response 10 . Additionally, only pair-wise interactions and quadratic expansions of the variables are considered during the model selection process.
SCALATION FRAMEWORK
We use the SCALATION (Miller et al., 2010 ) framework which supports multi-paradigm modeling for running our analyses. SCALATION provides many analytics techniques for optimization, clustering, predicting, etc. which could be easily integrated in a large scale data analysis pipeline. Additionally, SCALATION supports discrete event and continuous simulation.
SCALATION is organized in three major package groups. The analytics package, analytics, includes implementations of major analytics algorithms which can be categorized under four types: predictors, classifiers, clusterers and reducers. Additionally, the graphalytics package provides implementations for graph-based analytics.
The optimization packages, minima and maxima, provide algorithms for optimization and implement major 9 http://support.minitab.com/en-us/minitab/17/technical-papers/ 10 Refer to the following white paper for more information on how the model selection is performed. http://support.minitab.com/en-us/minitab/17/ Assistant_Multiple_Regression.pdf optimization paradigms such as Linear, Integer, Quadratic and Nonlinear Programming and the Simplex method. The minima package is for minimization, while the maxima package is for maximization.
Finally, the simulation packages provide simulation engines for a variety of different modeling paradigms. Currently, SCALATION has implementations for tableau, event, process, activity and state oriented models in addition to system dynamics. SCALATION also has 2D (and prototype 3D) visualization support for such models.
SCALATION, coded in the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) based the Scala language, makes use of Scala's native parallelism support via .par functions in addition to processing using Akka 11 . In SCALATION, the linalgebra.par package, which currently contains 3,598 lines of code, contains parallel versions Cholesky and QR factorizations as well as parallel versions of many operations for both dense and sparse matrices. For some operations like matrix multiplication, the .par function available in Scala makes it easy to convert sequential to parallel code. Below is the definition of the matrix multiplication function in SCALATION's MatrixD class. The parallel ranges in the for loop split the iterations of the loop into manageable units of execution that can be performed by parallel threads.
For other operations such as Cholesky and QR factorizations, matrix inversion and SVD, a substantial speedup via parallelism is not so easy to achieve. For example, in (Lahabar & Narayanan, 2009 ) speedup of SVD was only achieved by utilizing Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) via the CUDA 12 platform. We plan on exploring the use of coprocessors (e.g., Intel Xeon Phi), custom thread pooling, and frameworks for distributed computation (e.g., Akka) to facilitate speedup. 
There are also other modeling environments such as Weka (Hall et al., 2009 ) sharing similar functionality with SCALATION. Weka is a popular data analytics and machine learning platform written in Java. It provides a very intuitive user interface that allows pre-processing of data in addition to visualization. Weka also provides a Java API for programmatic access to the algorithms. In contrast to SCALATION, Weka is focused on machine learning. By providing an integrated approach, SCALATION reduces the cost of development time for a multi-paradigm modeling task.
In contrast to statistical software like R and SAS, SCALATION has a cleaner syntax that allows for mathematical formulas and expressions to more closely resemble their standard textbook notations. For example, both represent the inverse of the diagonal matrix containing the singular values of (Mandel, 1982) . Of the three code examples provided, one could argue that the SCALATION example is not only more readable, but looks closer to the mathematical notation provided above.
Additionally, since SCALATION is written in Scala for the JVM, users can easily integrate existing APIs in Scala, Java, and other JVM languages. For integration with native code libraries, the Java Native Interface (JNI) can be used. While Spark is also available on the JVM, it utilizes Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) to produce least squares estimates in regression whereas SCALATION utilizes factorization techniques such as Cholesky Factorization, QR Decomposition and SVD Decomposition which are commonly considered to work better in practice.
EXTRACTION OF METADATA
In order to reduce model type space and find suitable modeling techniques for a given dataset, some information needs to be gathered. Some of this information can be obtained directly by performing a quick analysis of the dataset. We list a number of properties in Table I that can be obtained in such a way.
The domains of variables are essential when choosing an appropriate model type. For example, if the domain of the response variable is binary, then a logistic regression model can be selected. Similarly, for a dataset which contains both discrete and continuous predictor variables, an ANCOVA model can be more appropriate. Although capturing the domain of a variable can be difficult, it can be useful when this information is not available in the metadata. For example, a technique based on repeated differences can be employed to help identify whether the values are discrete.
Diagnostic analysis of variables includes computing descriptive statistics such as mean and variance as well as more advanced information such as the probability distribution of the variable. This information may be useful in several ways. First, it can help the model suggestion process. As an example, Poisson Regression may be used for modeling count data (i.e., non-negative integer response). However, an important assumption for Poisson regression is that the mean is equal to the variance. If the diagnostics reveal that the variance is significantly larger than mean (i.e., overdispersion) negative-binomial regression may be suggested instead. It may also help determine the validity of a selected model after fitting.
A very important factor in predictive analytics is reliability. (Harrell, 2015) defines reliability as the ability of the fitted model to predict future instances as well as existing instances upon which the model is trained. If a model is overfitted, its reliability of predicting future instances will be low. In addition to choosing an inappropriate model, a major cause for overfitting is having too many predictors for the given sample size. According to (Harrell, 2015) , a fitted relation model is likely to be reliable in most cases if the number of predictors is less than /15 where is the limiting sample size. is equal to the number of samples in the dataset for a continuous response. For a binary response, equal to ( 1 , 2 ) where 1 and 2 are marginal frequencies of two response levels. In cases where > 15 ⁄ , a dimension reduction approach such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) may be taken. PCA can also be performed to reduce the dimensionality of the matrix when the data matrix for the predictor variables has high multicollinearity. Additionally, this step can help make some of the underlying matrix operations performed by various algorithms easier (e.g., matrix factorization). Another consideration that should be taken with respect to the data matrix is whether or not it is sparse. Certain algorithms can take advantage of specialized data structures for storing sparse matrices in order to reduce memory consumption and avoid unnecessary operations (Smailbegovic, Gaydadjiev, & Vassiliadis, 2005) .
Additionally, any available metadata can also be used. As mentioned in the related work, existing systems operate solely on the input data ignoring problem definition, field descriptions and other metadata. However, predictive analytics often requires knowledge of the experiment design which was used in order to generate the data. Additionally, selection of a modeling technique is often dependent on the goal of the analysis. Table II lists a number of useful properties that can potentially be obtained from metadata. An associated task can be as simple as whether this problem is a prediction or a classification problem. In some cases, the Associated Task could be as specific as ANOVA or ANCOVA (e.g., if you are interested in the relationship between the predictors themselves with respect to the response). Often times, data is stored in a matrix format where a row indicates a sample and columns indicate the features of the sample. The Response Column indicates the column index of the data matrix in which the response variable is stored. 13 
Analytics
Ontology can be accessed from https://github.com/scalation/analytics. Whether a dataset has multivariate response or predictors can be implicitly available given the above information, however, the provided metadata may contain only partial information.
ANALYTICS ONTOLOGY
The Analytics Ontology 13 is an ontology for supporting automated model selection. Currently, it is more geared towards predictive analytics. However, the ontology is designed to be extensible in order to support a wide range of analytics paradigms including classification and clustering.
The most important class in the ontology is Model. The Model class along with its sub-classes is both indicative of a model type as well as a partial realization of a statistical model. This is due to the fact that all other classes such as Variable, Function, and Distribution describe a part of the model. Figure 6 displays the major classes and their hierarchy. We now give working definitions of the major classes of the ontology in the analytics context. Model defines different model types that can be used for analyzing data. There are many ways of specifying the class hierarchy for a collection of model types, however, we have given priority to correspondence with implementations of these types (e.g., SCALATION). This becomes important when running models generated from the abstract models represented in the ontology. There are two top level Model classes, namely DependentModel and IndependentModel.
The main distinction between the two models is the dependency (i.e., correlation) among responses of the observations belonging to the same individual in the dataset. The dependency usually occurs when there are repeated observations (i.e., measurements) of the same individual in time or space dimension. Time-series models are a typical example of a DependentModel. Other major members of DependentModel are Generalized Estimating Equation (GEE) models and Generalized Linear Mixed Models (GLMM).
IndependentModel currently only includes Generalized Linear Models (GZLM) (Nelder & Baker, 2004) . The most basic independent model is Simple Linear Regression, which quantifies the linear relationship between the response and a single explanatory variable. A similar modeling technique to regression is ANOVA, which targets the problem from a different angle that focuses on analyzing the differences among group means and their associated procedures. The extension of simple linear regression and ANOVA are multiple linear regression and multiple-factor ANOVA, respectively, which are used when there are two or more predictors. Those models, together with other models, such as before-mentioned ANCOVA, and polynomial regression that describe the linear relation between predictors and responses, belong to the general linear model class. In some families of models such as GZLM (Generalized Linear Models) a link Function is used to relate the predictor variables to the mean response. As an example, logit is the most commonly used link function for Logistic Regression, whereas log is commonly used for Poisson Regression. The relationship between a Model and a Function is defined by the object property hasLinkFunction.
Distribution class refers to the (probability) distribution of a random variable which specifies the probability of occurrence for each outcome in the population represented by the random variable. Considering the fact that the residual (error term) of a model is considered to be a random variable, this class is used to specify the residual distribution of a model. This relationship can be defined using the hasResidualDistribution object property.
EQUIVALENCE CLASS AXIOMS
In addition to the class axioms (i.e., class definition, hierarchy of classes) and object properties, the Analytics Ontology defines equivalence class axioms to capture key characteristics of different model types. According to the OWL language specification, an equivalent class axiom states the equivalence of two named classes which is defined with Description Logic syntax. Using these axioms, it becomes possible to deduce implicit information hidden in the ontology with a reasoner. Figure 7 lists a few of the equivalence class axioms from the ontology. One can notice that IndependentModel and GZLM share the same axiom. This is due to GZLM being only IndepedentModel in the ontology currently.
Based on these axioms it is possible to infer that a dataset can be modeled using ANOVA if it has only qualitative predictor variables and a continuous response variable. We can easily see that Multiple Linear Regression is left out according to the equivalence axiom restricting the domain of at least one predictor variable to be Continuous. We should note that the restrictions defined by the equivalence axioms are used for elimination of unsuitable models. Therefore, a dataset can be modeled by using any other Model which is not eliminated by the reasoner during inference.
MODEL SELECTION USING SEMANTIC REASONING
We use description logic reasoning for reducing the model type space and obtaining suggestions. The process of reasoning with description logic may be defined as follows. Given background knowledge and observations, an explanation is computed. In our context, background knowledge is realized with the axioms in the ontology. These include the class axioms which define the hierarchy between model types and the equivalence class axioms. Similarly, observations are the acquired characteristics of the dataset of focus. These are captured by the facts which are defined by linking the instances describing the dataset to the ontology axioms using the object property relationships. Finally, explanation constitutes the set of inferred possible model types that could be used for analyzing the specified dataset.
Our reasoning framework is fully captured in the Analytics Ontology which is expressed in OWL 2 DL profile. The DL profile imposes certain restrictions over the full OWL 2 language so that certain computational guarantees can be made by the reasoners which support reasoning with OWL 2 DL profile. Since the Analytics Ontology fully adheres to OWL 2 DL profile, any existing OWL 2 reasoner (e.g., HermiT (Shearer, Motik, & Horrocks, 2008) , Pellet (Sirin, Parsia, Grau, Kalyanpur, & Katz, 2007) , etc.) can be used for deducing the model types for a given dataset. Also, this ensures that our approach is decidable as all possible inferences are guaranteed to be made. A logical reasoner serves several different purposes for an ontology. It performs consistency checking for all axioms in the ontology including the axioms that were inferred during the discovery phase. This step help ensure that the domain expertise is properly captured in the ontology and may be used for suggesting suitable models for datasets.
Additionally, it helps extend the knowledge base by discovering hidden (i.e., implicit) information related to the concepts and individuals in the ontology. As an example, given the axiom "mpg hasVariableType Non-Negative Continuous", it is possible to infer the following axiom "mpg hasVariableType Continuous" even though it was not originally included in the ontology. In the case of a dataset, the information of the most suitable model type(s) is hidden in the characteristics and properties of the dataset that are expressed in the ontology. These hidden (implicit) information is discovered by the logical reasoner from the explicit information added to the ontology.
SCALADASH
In order to demonstrate the approach described in this paper, we have developed SCALADASH
14
. Developed in the Scala language in order to leverage the SCALATION framework to full extent, SCALADASH is an application with a graphical user interface that is designed to handle all steps 14 SCALADASH is available for download at https://github.com/scalation/analytics of the predictive analytics workflow as described in Section 2.
We use the Auto-MPG dataset (Quinlan, 1993) from UCI Machine Learning Repository (Lichman, 2013) as a small example for illustration. The dataset is for prediction of fuel consumption in miles per gallon and contains 3 discrete variables; cylinders, model year, origin and 5 continuous variables; mpg, displacement, horsepower, weight and acceleration. The dataset contains 398 samples including 6 samples with missing values for horsepower. According to this specification, the dataset can be represented in the ontology as shown in Figure 8 . By default, all individuals are an instance of owl:Thing in OWL. Note that the AutoMPGModel is not an instance of any specific Model class in the hierarchy as this is not explicitly expressed (see Figure 8) . It is not known at this point which models are suitable for this dataset.
As opposed to other logic frameworks OWL takes an open-world assumption (OWA) when dealing with missing/incomplete knowledge. In a closed-world assumption (CWA) system, any information that does not exist in the knowledge is considered false 15 . As an example, in a closed-world, a logical reasoner can deduce that AutoMPGModel only has 8 variables as shown in Figure 8 .
However, an open-world reasoner cannot deduce the same fact as there might be other variables which may still exist in 15 For a more in-depth discussion on OWA and CWA, see (Russell, Norvig, Canny, & Bratko, 2005) Figure 8 , we also need to assert closure axioms that are implicitly asserted in a closed-world assumption (CWA). Following the same example, the following assertions must be added to the ontology to "close" the axioms for AutoMPGModel.
Figure 8 Representation of AutoMPGModel in the Ontology
 AutoMPGModel hasVariable only ({acceleration , cylinders , displacement , horsepower , model_year , mpg , origin , weight} 
Another related characteristic of OWL is the lack of unique name assumption (UNA). As a result, OWL makes no assumption that individuals with different unique names are in fact different individuals. To let the reasoner be aware of the fact that the variables are different, we add the following axiom to the ontology.
 DifferentIndividuals ({acceleration, cylinders, displacement, horsepower, model_year, mpg, origin, weight}) After the AutoMPGModel instance is properly closed, the following facts about the dataset are inferred when a reasoner is run on the ontology:
 AutoMPGModel is-a Model. 16 Similar assertions are made for other variables as well. They are excluded for brevity.
As one can quickly notice, some of these inferences such as "AutoMPGModel is-a Model" do not carry much importance in terms of information content. Therefore, a filtering based on the model hierarchy is performed. An inference is not added to the list of suggestions if one of its subclasses already exist in the list. The pseudocode for the filtering algorithm is given in Figure 9 . After the filtering function is run, only the following inferences are returned to the user as suggestions as shown in Figure 10 :
Based on the current knowledge, all the inferred models can be suitable for analyzing this dataset. However, additional information can be asserted as new information becomes available. For example, during the full model residual analysis phase after the candidate models were run, if the residual distribution of the model is determined to be an exponential distribution we add this information by asserting the following statement "AutoMPGModel hasResidualDistribution Exponential Distribution" to the ontology. When the reasoner is re-run including this new information, Exponential Regression is added to the list. Also note that ANCOVA and Multiple Linear Regression are no longer possible models since both models are a sub-class of GLM model which expects the residuals to be Normally Distributed.
Based on the suitable models inferred by the reasoner, running a model with SCALATION can be performed in the following fashion. Given a data matrix and response Figure 9 Algorithm for Filtering Suggestions In a different example, we look into the resin defects dataset 17 . The dataset captures three predictor variables: hours since last hose cleaning, temperature of the resin and the size of the screw that moves the resin pellets through the hoses, to predict the number of discoloration defects per hour during the manufacturing process. Since the response variable represents a count (Non-Negative Integer), Poisson Regression is inferred as the suitable model by our system. In contrast, glmulti tool does not have a mechanism to capture information of this nature and therefore suggests a general linear model (glm) formula. A quick comparison of full models using 2 reveals that Poisson Regression model provides a better fit for this dataset.
INCORPORATION OF KNOWLEDGE THROUGH DOMAIN ONTOLOGIES
Since the Analytics Ontology is written in the OWL language, it can be easily supplemented with a domain ontology related to the input domain. Besides top-level ontologies such as Dublin Core (DC) that define common metadata terms, many domain-specific ontologies have been created and been in use extensively. It is becoming more common that data is published with metadata defined in these domain-specific ontologies especially in the scientific and biomedical domains. As a prominent example, the Gene Ontology (GO) contains over 40,000 biological concepts and has been used for annotating more than 100,000 peerreviewed scientific papers with information on genes and gene properties 18 . The well-defined knowledge captured in these domain ontologies would assist reducing the possible model space even further. For example in a traffic dataset, the response variable might capture a count such as number of cars passing by an intersection in a certain period of time. Even though the count is expected to be Non-Negative Integer, there might be cases where it is represented in a different domain such as Continuous. For example, the 17 http://support.minitab.com/en-us/datasets/ traffic count might be captured from multiple sensors and the aggregation of sensory data may result in having fractional values. In such situation, even though the domain of the variable is not Non-Negative Integer, it can still be modeled using Poisson Regression since the response variable captures a count. Many insights such as in the example are available in domain ontologies. Additionally, it can also be beneficial for interpreting the final model since an alignment provides more information such as the how the variables are related and etc.
CONCLUSION
We have described a framework for supporting semiautomated model selection and model execution for conducting predictive analytics. Particularly, we show that instance classification can be used for reducing the set of applicable model types. After the model types are chosen, feature selection can be performed in order to find suitable subsets of the full model for each type. This is important because as the number of predictor variables and/or the sample size increase, exploration of all possible model types becomes less feasible. The ability to provide an explanation of why a particular model is selected based upon the inference provided by the reasoner is an important advantage over existing model selection tools. For future work, we plan to extend the ontology with concepts (e.g., skewness, kurtosis, etc.) to assist automating workflow steps after model selection. Additionally, we plan to facilitate alignments with top-level and domain-specific ontologies to aid interpretation of analysis results. Finally, we plan to conduct extensive evaluations of the usability of this approach and provide performance results.
